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Ghosts of the Cities

Originally known as ghosts of the plains, coyotes have now become ghosts of the cities, occasionally heard but rarely seen. A relatively recent phenomenon, coyotes have become the top carnivores in an increasing number of metropolitan areas across North America, including one of the largest urban centers in the Midwest — the Chicago metropolitan region. However, compared to other urban wildlife, we know very little about how coyotes are becoming successful in landscapes dominated by people.

Our limited understanding of how coyotes succeed in urban landscapes hampers management of this animal. Even knowledge of their basic ecology is incomplete, which is important because diets, social behavior, movement patterns, and survival may change with urbanization. Nevertheless, as coyotes become increasingly abundant in the cities so does the need for basic information from which to develop management strategies.

In areas where coyotes have existed with people for some time, such as the southwestern United States, conflicts with coyotes threaten the health and well-being of people and pets. Are extreme conflicts the inevitable result of the relatively recent emergence of coyotes in Midwestern and eastern U.S. cities? What are the full ramifications for people, pets, and other wildlife when this remarkable canid suddenly becomes a neighbor?
In 2000, we initiated a comprehensive ecological study of coyotes in the Chicago metropolitan area, specifically Cook County, Illinois, to address these shortcomings. The Cook County Coyote Project, largely funded by the Cook County Animal and Rabies Control agency, is a unique study comprised of collaborations between the Max McGraw Wildlife Foundation, the Forest Preserve District of Cook County, the Brookfield Zoo, and the Zoological Pathology Program from the University of Illinois.

As part of this research, we captured coyotes and radio-collared them (Figures 1 and 2). As of February 2006, we had captured 253 individuals and radio-collared 175, making this the largest urban study of coyotes in the world. We tracked the coyotes day and night and located the collared coyotes more than 30,000 times. This allowed us to peek into the hidden lives of urban coyotes. We use results from this unique project to answer common questions regarding coyotes in urban areas.

A large section of this bulletin is dedicated to ecological aspects of coyotes, as we have found that a better understanding of how coyotes “work” is what most of the public wants, and many aspects of coyote ecology have direct management implications. Although our study was focused on Cook County, Illinois, we believe the things we have learned about coyotes and people living together are indicative of many metropolitan areas in the Midwest and eastern United States.
**Ecological Characteristics of Urban Coyotes**

**Where Do Coyotes Come From?**

Coyotes are native denizens of the plains and southwestern deserts; they originally came from open grasslands and deserts but have adjusted quickly to other habitats. Many predators, including coyotes, were initially excluded as cities were developed across the Midwest. This pattern is true of the Chicago region, where coyotes were originally native to the area but largely disappeared by the late 19th and early 20th centuries as the area developed into a major metropolitan area. However, during the 20th century, coyotes expanded their range eastward to include all of the eastern United States (Figure 3) and began appearing in large metropolitan areas across their historic and expanded range.

![Figure 3. Natives of the plains and deserts, coyotes have expanded their range eastward to include all of the eastern United States.](image)

A dramatic change occurred during the last decade of the 20th century, when interactions between coyotes and people appeared to increase in Cook County. The pattern for the Chicago area is probably typical of many other cities. The number of nuisance coyotes removed annually from the Chicago metropolitan area increased from typically less than 20 coyotes in the early 1990s to more than 350 coyotes each year during the late 1990s (Figure 4). These coyotes were either trapped or shot by wildlife control professionals. The numbers are likely underestimates of the actual number of coyotes removed from the area because some control efforts are not reported. The indication is that coyotes in the Chicago area, and many other metropolitan areas across the Midwest and eastern United States, have increased substantially in urban areas over a short period of time.
What Do Coyotes Look Like?

The coyote is a medium-sized member of the dog family that includes wolves and foxes. With its pointed ears, slender muzzle, and drooping bushy tail, the coyote often resembles a German shepherd or collie. Coyotes are usually a grayish brown with reddish tinges behind the ears and around the face (Figure 5), but coloration can vary from a silver-gray to black. The tail usually has a black tip (Figure 6).

Eyes are a striking yellow, with large dark pupils, rather than brown like many dogs. While coyotes are capable of interbreeding with domestic dogs, hybrids (known as coydogs) are generally rare. Most adults weigh between 25 and 35 lbs., although their heavy coats often make them appear larger. There have been suggestions that urban coyotes are larger than rural coyotes, but we have seen no evidence of this.

Figure 5. Profile of a coyote, with long snout and large upright ears.
Coyote-Dog Hybrids

People often speculate as to the frequency of coydogs in urban settings. Coyotes and dogs are related, and they are biologically capable of producing hybrid litters. Coydogs have been raised in captivity. Genetic surveys of coyotes have rarely documented evidence of dogs in the genetic makeup of coyotes, despite domestic dogs and coyotes sharing the continent for the past 9,000 years. Although it is possible, coydogs in urban settings are unlikely because:

◆ Coyotes are highly seasonal breeders; dogs are not.
◆ Coydog females have a shifted estrus cycle that does not coincide with the coyote period.
◆ Domestic dog and coydog males do not tend to litters, whereas male coyotes do.
◆ Coydogs may have lower fertility than either domestic dogs or coyotes.

Figure 6. An adult male coyote, prior to release. Note the black-tipped tail and yellow eyes.
How Do I Know If Coyotes Are Present?

Most coyotes are never directly seen by the public, but other clues can be used to determine if coyotes are in the area.

**Howling**

Coyotes emit a range of sounds including howls, barks, and whines. Their howling has resulted in more myth and mystery than perhaps any aspect of their behavior. Indeed, many people consider the howling of coyotes to be the symbol of the West, or at least a vestige of wilderness.

But, do coyotes in urban areas howl? We have observed that some groups howl frequently, whereas other groups rarely howl. One particular coyote group had a territory that included a fire station, and those coyotes regularly howled in response to the sirens of emergency vehicles. Other groups were rarely, if ever, heard howling.

**Tracks**

The presence of tracks and scat (feces) are often indicators of coyote presence in parks or neighborhoods, but at times these signs can be difficult to distinguish from those of dogs. Coyote prints are quite similar to medium-sized dogs, with four toes and a heel pad in an oval shape, approximately 2.5 inches in length (Figure 7). Often, claw marks are only registered for the middle two toes, and not so much for the outer toes (whereas dogs typically have a circular print with claws for all toes usually registered in prints). Coyotes usually travel in a straight line, whereas dogs shift directions constantly. Anyone who has walked a dog can relate to this.

Figure 7. Comparison of coyote and domestic dog tracks.
**Scats**

Scats are the feces deposited by coyotes and other wildlife. Coyote scats are rope-like and typically filled with hair and bones, whereas dog scat is soft with dog food. Coyotes use scats for communication and so usually deposit scats in the middle of trails or near the borders of their territories where they are easily seen.

**Do Urban Coyotes Form Packs?**

Coyotes typically have a highly organized social system, even in urban areas. This consists of packs, or groups of coyotes that apparently defend territories from other coyotes. The conventional wisdom is that coyote packs consist of family members, and the size of these packs can vary greatly across geographic regions and habitat types. Within a family group, only the alpha pair (male and female) will breed, but subordinates may help raise the litter.

Our observations (during tracking, helicopter flights, and trapping) have revealed that the coyotes in our study also maintain territories as groups. Group size in protected habitats is typically five to six adults in addition to pups born that year. Territories do not overlap, so the coyotes obviously defend these areas from other groups. In rural areas, especially where hunting and trapping are common, the group may only consist of the alpha pair and the pups.

Although coyotes live in family groups, they usually travel and hunt alone or in loose pairs. In this way they are different from wolves, which leads to the impression that coyotes do not form packs since they are usually seen alone.
In addition to resident groups, the urban population also consists of solitary coyotes that have left packs and are looking to join groups or create their own territories. Between one-third and one-half of the coyotes we captured each year were solitary animals. These solitary coyotes can be either males or females and are usually young coyotes (six months to two years old) but can also be older individuals who have left packs. If a coyote is seen running across a field, it is impossible to know if it is a solitary coyote or a member of a pack from that sighting.

How Long Do Urban Coyotes Live?

In captivity, coyotes can live 13 to 15 years, but in the wild, most die before they reach three years of age. In our study, we found that coyotes generally have a 60 percent chance of surviving one year. This is higher than most rural studies where coyotes are exposed to hunting and trapping. Nevertheless, most coyotes die before reaching their second year. This is because many pups die from a variety of causes during their first few months outside the den. Survival is fairly consistent among seasons, even during the winter. The oldest coyote in our study in an eight-year-old alpha female (Figure 8).

More than 70 coyotes have died during the six-year study. By far the most frequent cause of death for urban coyotes has been collisions with vehicles (50 to 70 percent of deaths each year) (Figure 9). Other causes of death included shootings, malnutrition, and disease such as sarcoid mange and parvo virus (four coyotes died from unknown causes) (Figure 10). Mange has been the most common disease-related mortality, and all cases occurred post-2003 (Figure 11).

Few of the diseases we documented in coyotes are of major importance for people or pets. Mange was the most common disease to affect survival in coyotes. Coyote-strain rabies is restricted to southern Texas, but coyotes are sometimes infected with rabies from other species. If a person is bitten by a coyote that is acting aggressive, he or she should be treated for rabies as a precaution. Anytime a person is bitten by a coyote, animal care and human health professionals should be contacted. Urban coyotes may serve as a reservoir for heartworm; about one-third of the Chicago-area coyotes were infected with the parasite.
There are different types of mange with a range of severity among wildlife species. The type of mange usually associated with coyotes is sarcoptic mange. Some facts:

- Mange is caused by a very small mite.
- The mite burrows into the skin and lays eggs.
- Severe cases of infection will result in hair loss and wounds from scratching.
- It is transmitted from one animal to another by contact or sharing dens.
- It can spread to pets, but that rarely happens, especially with coyotes.
- Mange mites are rarely a problem for humans.
When Do Coyotes Have Young?

In most years, coyotes typically mate in February. Only the alpha pair mates in a pack, but subordinates may help raise the young. In April, after a 62- to 65-day gestation period, the female will begin looking for existing dens or dig one herself. This is the only time coyotes will voluntarily use a den (they usually sleep above ground in the open or in cover).

It is not uncommon for mothers to move their young from den to den to keep them protected, or to re-use the same den in multiple years. Some coyotes select secluded areas for their dens, whereas others in more urbanized areas have less selection and may use dens near buildings or roads. They usually prefer some protective cover at the den, such as bushes or trees, and some type of slope for drainage (Figure 12).

Litter sizes often range from four to seven pups, depending on food availability and the density of the surrounding coyote population (Figure 14). Some litters can be bigger; the largest litter we have found was 11 pups taken from one den. Coyotes have the ability to adjust their litter sizes based on food abundance and population density. It is difficult for us to get reliable estimates of litter sizes in urban areas, but every indication suggests that litter sizes were larger than average, which indicates an abundant food supply.

Pups stay in the den for about six weeks, and then begin traveling short distances with adults. By the end of summer, pups are spending some time away from parents and attempting to hunt on their own or with siblings.
What Do Urban Coyotes Eat?

Many people believe that urban coyotes primarily eat garbage and pets. Although coyotes are predators, they are also opportunistic and shift their diets to take advantage of the most available prey. A graduate student, Paul Morey, analyzed scat contents at different locations within our study area. He analyzed 1,429 scats and found that diet items varied across space and time, which reflects the flexible food habits of coyotes. The most common food items were small rodents (42 percent), fruit (23 percent), deer (22 percent), and rabbit (18 percent). (Scats often have more than one diet item; therefore, frequencies do not necessarily add up to 100 percent.) Many other items occurred at lower frequencies (Table 1). Voles were the most common small rodent in the diet (Figure 15). Domestic cats were found in only 1.3 percent of scats, and human-related food (garbage, pet food) was found in only 1.9 percent of scats. Apparently the majority of coyotes in our study area do not, in fact, rely on pets or garbage for their diets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diet Item</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small rodents</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-tailed deer</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern cottontail</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird species</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raccoon</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invertebrates</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-associated</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskrat</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic cat</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on the contents of 1,429 scats collected during 2000-2002. Some scats contained multiple items; therefore, the percentages exceed 100%. See Morey 2004.
Radio-tracking revealed two different types of movement patterns among coyotes, and these differences were related to social behavior. Members of packs had small territories averaging three square miles (8 km$^2$), whereas solitary coyotes ranged over much larger areas and had home ranges averaging 25 square miles (62 km$^2$). Home ranges are areas used by animals to meet their daily needs and may overlap with home ranges of neighbors; territories are also home ranges except that they are defended from other individuals and do not overlap.

In the case of coyotes, groups (or packs) defend their territories from other groups, whereas solitary coyotes do not defend their home ranges. Other studies have also found that territory sizes of coyotes decrease with increased urbanization given adequate food is available. In general, studies have found that urban coyotes tend to have smaller territories than rural coyotes. Figure 17 illustrates the pattern of pack territories in our study area in 2004, and Figure 18 illustrates the large home ranges of solitary coyotes in relation to the territories in the same year.

Many coyote territories are associated with large parks or forest preserves, which provide an abundance of cover and food. In these cases, the boundaries of territories will often follow the park boundaries (Figure 19). However, much to our surprise, other coyotes have been able to establish territories and form packs without the benefit of large blocks of habitats. This formation of packs and territories can even occur in downtown areas, if parks or natural areas exist in scattered, small patches (Figure 20). In some cases, these are coyotes that have created territories in residential areas or complexes of small parks and golf courses. In either case, coyotes manage to defend these territories so that the territories have very little overlap, which controls their density and spatial arrangement across the landscape. This is frequently called a land-tenure system. We still have much to learn about how coyotes maintain packs in downtown areas.
Approximately 50 percent of the coyotes radio-collared as subadults (one to two years of age) or adults have been solitary for at least a portion of the study. The home ranges of solitary coyotes span large areas of the metropolitan area, and they overlap extensively with pack territories as well as other solitary coyotes. Solitary coyotes use a wide variety of habitats and can be found in virtually any part of the metropolitan area, even in downtown areas. We have observed some solitary coyotes finding mates and establishing their own territories, whereas others eventually disperse and leave the area permanently. In a few cases, resident adult coyotes have left their territories after the death of a mate. Moreover, we have observed individuals change from solitary coyotes with large movement patterns to members of social groups with small territories (and vice versa).

Given the large areas traversed by coyotes and the number of roads coyotes regularly cross during their activities, it is not surprising that vehicles are the most common cause of death. Some of the roads crossed by coyotes in our study have average traffic volumes of more than 100,000 vehicles every 24 hours.

Figure 17. Distribution of coyote packs during 2004. The area of the map encompasses at least 12 cities over 260 square miles. Each color represents the home range of an alpha male or female that represents the territorial boundary for the pack. Some territories are fragmented as a result of the computer model used to estimate the boundaries, but it is obvious that territories have only limited overlap.

Figure 18. Distribution of coyote home ranges during 2004. Light green lines represent the home ranges of solitary coyotes, while the smaller colored areas represent the territorial boundaries of packs (as seen in the previous figure). O’Hare International Airport is located in the lower right corner. The large home ranges of solitary coyotes overlap territories of packs as well as home ranges of other solitary individuals.
Figure 19. Radio-locations of an alpha female coyote associated with the Poplar Creek Forest Preserve during 2000. More than 99 percent of the radio-locations are located within the forest preserve, and the animal (and pack) rarely left the park for three years.

Figure 20. Radio-locations (yellow) of an alpha female coyote with a territory located in a downtown area. Her locations reflect her use of small patches of habitat, but avoidance of residential areas. The purple dots are locations of an adjacent alpha female from another pack.

As the project has progressed, we have been able to follow individual coyotes as they change from solitary coyotes with large movement patterns to social groups with small territories (and vice versa). In some cases, these are coyotes that have created territories in residential areas or complexes of small parks and golf courses.
What Good Are Coyotes?

Unfortunately, most of the information the public receives about urban coyotes comes from newspapers or other media that usually focus on conflicts such as pet attacks. However, other aspects of the ecological roles coyotes play in urban areas are poorly understood. Nevertheless, predators, including coyotes, serve important ecological functions, even in metropolitan areas. Here are a few examples of the impacts coyotes have in the Chicago metropolitan area, impacts that some individuals view as beneficial.

Rodents

As we have seen, rodents make up the bulk of the coyote diet in both urban areas and rural areas. Although it has yet to be measured in urban systems, experiments in rural areas have shown that the removal of coyotes results in a dramatic increase in rodent abundance and a decrease in rodent diversity (this means that only a few species increase and exclude other rodent species). We have observed rodent increases in areas such as golf courses following coyote removal programs. There is also the possibility that coyotes help to control woodchucks. Many areas, such as cemeteries and golf courses, have reported declines in woodchuck abundance once coyotes appeared.

White-Tailed Deer

Deer are often overabundant and difficult to manage in urban areas. Although coyotes rarely take adult deer, they are primary predators of deer fawns. Colleagues from the Illinois Natural History Survey conducted a fawn survival study in different locations within the Chicago area and found that coyotes killed 20 percent to 80 percent of the fawns in different populations. Coyotes cannot reduce deer populations because they do not often take adult deer (in the Midwest), but they may slow population growth in high-density areas through their predation on fawns.
Canada Geese

Geese have adapted to urban landscapes much like deer and at times become overabundant and a nuisance. Geese can also be a challenge to manage in urban areas. A study of geese in the Chicago area found that the population was growing much less rapidly than predicted, and that population growth was limited by nest predation. By placing modified video cameras at the nests, we were able to identify coyotes as the major predator on the nests (Figure 22). Thus, coyotes are serving as a biocontrol for urban geese. Because egg contents are not detected in coyote scat, the extent of coyote predation on goose nests could only be determined by placing cameras at nests. As with deer, coyotes do not take enough adult geese to reduce the population, but they can slow the population increase through egg predation.

Figure 22. Remote photo of a coyote taking a goose egg from a nest. Coyotes usually flush geese off nests and take eggs to eat or cache in holes.
Domestic Cat

This is perhaps one of the most controversial aspects to the urbanization of coyotes and often pits sections of the public against each other. Coyotes kill cats for food or to remove potential competitors. Those members of the public who own cats or are otherwise interested in their well-being view this function of coyotes as strongly negative. However, a positive consequence of coyotes removing peri-domestic or feral cats is the trickle-down effect. Studies in California urban areas showed that coyotes reduced cats in some habitat fragments, which then resulted in an increase in nesting success for songbirds. Thus, the coyote serves as a top predator by removing an important smaller predator, the cat, with birds and perhaps other species subsequently increasing in number. More research is needed to determine if these trickle-down effects also occur in other metropolitan areas.

What Effect Do Coyotes Have on Other Wildlife?

There has been a recent flurry of studies addressing the relationships between coyotes and other medium-sized predators such as raccoons, skunks, and foxes. In some cases, these relationships are fairly clear, but for others, there is only speculation.

In rural areas, coyotes often kill red foxes and limit their populations. We know less about this relationship in large, metropolitan areas. We did not specifically measure fox populations during the 1990s in the Chicago area when the coyote population appeared to increase, but we have conducted recent surveys that indicate both species have declined. This supports the general impressions of most nature center and park personnel in the area.

Some research has suggested that coyotes may limit medium-sized predators that are smaller than coyotes, including raccoons, striped skunks, and opossums. Although this perception has become quite popular, we have found little evidence that coyotes limit raccoons or skunks in urban areas. In fact, we have explored these relationships in some detail and it appears that coyotes have little impact on mesopredator populations outside of foxes and domestic cats, although we have not tested the possible impact of coyotes on opossums.

These are a few examples of the impact coyotes may have in urban areas, some of which might be considered positive effects. This is by no means a thorough list, and as we learn more about the ecological relationships between coyotes and other wildlife, the list of examples will increase.
Conflicts Between Coyotes and Humans

For many reasons, the popular media focuses on conflicts between coyotes and people within cities. Even so, most incidents are difficult for the public to interpret and place into the proper perspective. Most people have little idea as to what the appropriate response is to coyote incidents, and inappropriate responses can exacerbate the situation.

Coyote conflicts can range from relatively benign sightings of the occasional animal without additional incidents, to pet killings, to the most extreme cases of coyotes attacking people. Coyotes differ from most other wildlife species in cities in that they can be considered a nuisance without any evidence of damage, but simply by being seen. Perhaps because of their role as a large predator, people are sensitive to the real or perceived threat to pets or children. Indeed, most complaints regarding coyotes are that they occur near people, regardless of whether any damage has occurred.

More extreme are the cases where coyotes attack and, sometimes, kill pets. As coyotes move into metropolitan areas, there is undoubtedly an increase in the loss of free-ranging domestic cats (Figure 23). Coyotes sometimes take cats as food, or simply to remove a possible competing predator from their territory (much like they do with foxes). Less commonly, they may attack small dogs or, even less frequently, medium-to-large dogs.

Usually dogs are attacked when they are not accompanied by people, but in some rare cases, small dogs have been taken in the presence of an owner. Small dogs may be taken at any time of year, but attacks on larger dogs are usually associated with the mating or breeding season, when coyotes are most territorial. In some cases, small dogs have been taken while the dog was on a lead, or coyotes have jumped fences to attack a dog in a yard. Most metropolitan areas in the Midwest and eastern United States have reported an apparent increase in the number of attacks on pets.

Figure 23. Outdoor domestic cats are often taken by coyotes.
Most extreme, and relatively rare, are cases where coyotes attack people. The majority of cases involve younger children. Most attacks have occurred in the Southwest, especially southern California, where coyotes have lived in suburbs for decades. The only fatal case of a coyote attack in recent history occurred in 1981 in a Los Angeles suburb. In Midwestern metropolitan areas where coyotes are a relatively recent phenomenon, coyote attacks on people are still isolated and rare.

**Are All Coyotes a Threat to People?**

We were surprised to find so many coyotes living near people in Cook County, and yet relatively few conflicts have been reported. We assumed that with an average of 350 coyotes removed each year from the area as nuisances, most urban coyotes would create problems. In contrast, only five of 175 radio-collared coyotes have been removed as nuisances (as defined by the local community). Apparently, few coyotes have become nuisances in Cook County, and it is likely that this is true of other metropolitan areas. It remains to be seen if conflicts will remain relatively rare or if they become more common as coyotes adjust to living with humans.

For perspective, it is worth considering that no documented case of a coyote biting a human has been reported for Cook County. Contrast that result with domestic dogs, in which Cook County often records 2,000 to 3,000 dog bites each year (including some fatalities). In 2005, there were no recorded bites on people by coyotes in Cook County, but 3,043 bites were recorded for domestic dogs (data from Cook County Animal and Rabies Control).

**What Creates Nuisance Coyotes?**

Those coyotes that became nuisances during our study typically became habituated through feeding by people. In other words, people were feeding wildlife and either intentionally, or unintentionally, fed coyotes. Once coyotes associated human buildings or yards with food, they increased daytime activities and thus were seen more easily by people.

In those areas in southern California where attacks have been more common, researchers have reported a higher frequency of human-related food in the diet of nuisance coyotes. This was indicative of feeding by people, or coyotes seeking food in garbage. In either case, it is becoming apparent that feeding of coyotes should be discouraged. A common pattern for many human attacks has been feeding prior to the incident — in many cases intentional feeding.
What Are Some Steps to Avoid Conflicts With Coyotes?

Conflicts with coyotes can be avoided by taking simple precautions or by altering behaviors to avoid confrontation.

1. **Do not feed the coyotes.**
   
   Intentional feeding, such as bait stations in yards or parks, should be avoided. However, many people unintentionally feed coyotes by leaving pet food or garbage out at night or having large bird feeders (Figure 24 on page 26). Coyotes are usually not interested in bird food, but bird feeders often attract rodents, especially squirrels, which then attract coyotes. Although coyotes seem to have a natural inclination to avoid human-related food, this can change when prey populations are low, or if the coyotes are young and haven’t yet learned to hunt effectively.

2. **Do not let pets run loose.**
   
   If coyotes live nearby, do not let pets run loose, especially domestic cats. When hiking in urban parks, keep dogs on leashes.

3. **Do not run from a coyote.**
   
   When you encounter a coyote, shout or throw something in its direction.

4. **Repellents or fencing may help.**
   
   Some repellents may work in keeping coyotes out of small areas such as yards, although these have not been tested thoroughly for coyotes. Repellents may involve remotely activated lights or sound-making devices. Fencing may keep coyotes out of a yard, particularly if it is more than 4 feet in height with a roll bar across the top.

5. **Report aggressive, fearless coyotes immediately.**
   
   When a coyote fails to exhibit fear of humans or acts aggressively by barking or growling in the yard or playground, the animal must be reported as soon as possible to the appropriate officials — usually an animal control officer or police officer.
When Should I Be Concerned?

A list of signs indicating an increase in threats from coyotes is presented here. However, it is important to note that coyotes are highly variable in their behavior, and this sequence may not always be predictive:

1. Coyotes are rarely or occasionally seen at night, more rarely during dusk and dawn. Occasional howling.
   Response: Education; prohibit/limit feeding of wildlife.

2. Coyotes are occasionally seen during the day, frequently seen at night, an occasional house cat disappears.
   Response: Education; prohibit/limit feeding of wildlife; free-ranging pets are at risk; use negative stimuli for coyotes — shouting, chasing, throwing objects.

3. Coyotes are frequently seen during the day, appearing in yards on an increasing basis, but they flee when approached by people. Pets in yards are attacked.
   Response: Education; prohibit/limit feeding of wildlife; supervise pets; consider a removal program; use negative stimuli for coyotes — shouting, chasing, throwing objects.

4. Coyotes taking pets from yards, approaching people without fear, acting aggressive (growling, barking) when subjected to negative stimuli, following children.
   Response: Initiate removal program in conjunction with education; prohibit/limit feeding of wildlife; supervise pets; use negative stimuli.
Management Options

Human Behavior

Management programs for urban coyotes should begin with public education and untangling facts from myths. People should become aware of coyote sign and understand the differences between true threats and coexistence. It is important to stress that our relationship with coyotes is directly affected by our behavior — coyotes react to us, and we can foster mutual respect or a lack of respect through cues we send to coyotes. Some people are enamored with coyotes. They like seeing them near their yards and attempt to entice them by baiting them, or they want to try to “tame” them. Intentional feeding such as this should be prohibited, otherwise other management solutions will be temporary at best.

People should be discouraged from inadvertent feeding where coyotes are present. This includes leaving pet food outside at night and maintaining large bird feeders that attract multiple species of wildlife.

Where coyotes are more obvious, pets should be supervised. There is little that can be done for free-ranging domestic cats other than keeping the cats inside or removing coyotes.

Figure 24. A coyote approaching bird feeders in a resident’s backyard during the afternoon. This coyote became habituated through wildlife feeding at another location but then became attracted to squirrels and other rodents located near the bird feeders.
Negative Stimuli

People should be encouraged to act aggressively toward coyotes during encounters, to re-instill a fear of humans in coyotes. In many cases, this involves shouting, waving, or clapping hands, and looking as tall as possible. Residents in some communities will chase coyotes by banging pots and pans, or throwing balls or rocks at them. However, this should be done within reason so as not to create conflicts that might not otherwise occur by injuring orcornering a coyote that simply wants to escape.

Relatively small properties that have coyote visitors may be able to use scare devices for coyotes, such as electronic sirens and lights, although these have not yet been tested thoroughly. We have successfully used game cameras with flashes to repel coyotes from yards (Figure 25), but these may not work in every circumstance.

Removal

There are instances where coyote habituation is so severe that the coyotes can be considered an immediate threat to people, especially children and pets. This is when removal is often warranted. Lethal removal is accomplished either through trapping/euthanasia or shooting. Coyotes are difficult to trap or shoot, and these actions should be undertaken by professionals, especially in urban areas. Removal efforts should observe state and municipal codes. Fortunately, because of habituation, nuisance coyotes are often easier to capture than non-habituated individuals.

Removal programs designed to target specific nuisance coyotes will be more successful than broad removal programs that have a goal of removing a complete population of coyotes. It is difficult to capture all coyotes residing in an area, and as coyotes are removed, they are replaced by solitary ones.

Removal, especially lethal removal, is often controversial within communities. This is especially true when the perceived threat by coyotes is somewhat ambiguous to residents. Removal programs can also be expensive, either for residents or municipalities, and traps can occasionally capture pets. For these reasons, as well as ethical reasons, coyote removal is best employed only after education has been attempted or if there is an immediate, and obvious, threat to human safety.
Relocation

One option often used as a compromise is to remove coyotes with trapping and then relocate them to a distant site. Although the primary objectives of the Cook County Coyote Project did not involve relocating coyotes, as a service we did monitor 12 relocated nuisance (or rehabilitated) coyotes from the city of Chicago to document their movements and fates. We found that no relocated coyotes remained at their release site despite being located in favorable coyote habitat (usually they were gone within 48 hours or less), and each of them traveled in the general direction of their origin. No coyotes made successful returns, and many were killed by cars or hunters as they left the release site.

Relocation rarely is effective for any species and particularly so for coyotes. However, many removal programs still relocate coyotes with the understanding that it will likely result in the death of that individual because relocation is more palatable to the general public than euthanasia.

The Future

A major finding from our research is the extent to which coyotes and people are living together; we captured more coyotes and observed more use of developed areas by coyotes than we expected. People are often unknowingly in close contact with coyotes each day, and in the vast majority of cases, the coyotes are still serving as ghosts of the cities, much as they did on the plains. But coyotes are watching and learning from us; we influence their behavior, and it will be our actions that determine what the future holds for our new neighbors.
Implications from the Cook County Coyote Project

- Coyotes are common throughout most of the Chicago region, and our radio-tracking data demonstrate that people and coyotes coexist on a daily basis, with people usually unaware of interactions.

- As a top predator, coyotes are performing an important role in the Chicago region. Increasing evidence indicates that coyotes assist with controlling deer and Canada goose populations.

- Most coyotes are feeding on typical prey items, such as rodents and rabbits, and generally avoid trash. However, wildlife feeding will eventually habituate some coyotes, leading to conflicts.

- Coyotes are exposed to a wide range of diseases; however, to date none of them pose a serious human health risk. In general, the coyote population appears to be relatively healthy.

- Effective control programs target nuisance coyotes, rather than targeting the general coyote population. Coyotes removed through control efforts or other causes are quickly replaced. Successful management programs also include public education and outside consulting.

- Some types of repellents, such as electronic devices employing lights and sound, may be useful for preventive control of coyotes, but more work is needed to evaluate their effectiveness.
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